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Conventional History Going to the Dogs: 
Abel Posse's The Dogs of Paradise 
and Historiographic Metafiction 
"Historians in general, however critical they are of their sources, tend to be 
naive storytellers." Hayden White 
"The object was to learn to what extent the effort to think one's own history 
can free thought from what it silently thinks, and so enable it to think 
differently." Michel Foucault 
In his book 1492 And All That Robert Royal writes: 
Anticipating the quincentenary of Columbus' arrival in these 
lands, diverse voices have arisen to assert, on the one hand, the 
epic grandeur of the European migration and, on the other, the 
tragic consequences of that expansion for native peoples, for 
Africans imported as slaves, and for nature itself Though other 
nations have their disputes about the meaning of October 12, 
1992, in the United States that date swings sharply between 
outright celebration and outright condemnation. (Royal 2) 
What side one takes in the polemic concerning Columbus' voyages, 
whether to ·see his venture as a discovery, and thus a historic moment for 
c~lebration, or as the conquest of an existing rnlture, and thus the 
comm_encement of a politics of genocide and colonialism, depends on an act 
which is at the center of my analysis here: interpretation. One's 
interpretation of the events of Columbus' voyages and subsequent events of 
conquest and colonization are dependent on a previously established 
interpretation, or the historical accounting of these events. Why is it that two 
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people or two groups in the year 1992 might join together in an argument of 
the political implications of decisions and actions undertaken some five 
hundred years earlier? From where do we derive the basis for our position? 
Clearly, from "history. " Yet, one may ask, what is this "history" and what 
is this "knowledge" with which we are so comfortable that we can use them 
to form opinions, argue veheme11tly, or even celebrate with gala parades and 
patriotic ceremonies? Considering that contemporary theory has, for some 
time now, cast a critical eye on how we read and write the historical text, it 
would seem that the above questions are simple reiterations· of contemporary 
voices. Yet I believe that too often in a discourse on history we overlook 
subtle constructions concerning truth and.fiction, historian and writer, and the 
hegemonic construction of truth and verifiable truth in the te.xt. .It is in 
response to this belief and these questions that I now wish to turn to the novel 
The Dogs of Paradise by Abel Posse. 
The theme of The Dogs of Paradise, simply put, is the life of 
Christopher Columbus and the events surrounding his fateful voyage. While 
such a subject, considering the weight of writing and discourse concerning 
Columbus, may seem broad, I would argue that Posse is not only treating the 




history and how we come to know it. Posse does this in various ways, three 
of which I will discuss here: namely, in his use of the historical document 
and fact, in his treatment of history as narrative, and in his argument 
concerning the implications of power and metaphor in a historical narrative. 
In her book, A Poetics of Postmodernism, Linda Hµtcheon attributes 
many of the same themes I have mentioned above to a particular type of 
writing that she terms historiographic meta.fiction. While Hutcheon does not 
cite writers like Posse, I believe that many of the characteristics concerning 
historiography to which she points in such writers qs E.L. Doctorow, D.M. 
Thomas, and Salmon Rushdie, can be applied to Posse's work. Hutcheon 
derives her definition of historiographic from ci Gottsschalk quote: "The 
process of critically examining and analyzing the records and survivals of the 
past is .. . historiography" (Hutcheon 92) . She then defines meta.fiction as 
fiction concerning itself with the process of narration and discourse. Thus, 
historiographic meta.fiction is a self-reflexive, self-referential narration 
concerned with the imagining of history and the processes by which one 
arrives at historical fact. 
Hutcheon states that while both modernist and postmodernist writing 
that treated historic themes or events investigated "the cultural assumptions 
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underlying our models of history (Josipovici 1977, 145) or challenged the 
entire western humanistic tradition (Spanos 1972, 147), "the deciding factor 
which distinguishes the two periods of writing is the postmodernist's return 
to history as a viable vehicle for understanding the world (Hutcheon 51). 
Rather than avoid the problematics of history, postmodernist writers use facts 
and events, not as a return to mimetics, but as a mix of incorporation and 
subversion. Historiographic meta.fiction "does not deny the existence of the 
past; it does question whether we can ever know that past other than through 
its textualized remains" (Hutcheon 20). Thus she believes that historiographic 
meta.fiction not only operates on an epistemological level (How do we read 
the past?), but also on an ontological level (Does a non-textualized past exist, 
and can we really ever know it?). 
The impetus for such a distinction, according to Hutcheon, was brought 
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about by the introduction of new theories concerning language and literary 
criticism with the advent of Saussurian linguistics and the structuralist and 
poststructuralist use of Saussurian theory such as the work of Barthes or 
Foucault. If history, as literature, is seen as composed of and dependent 
upon a narrative discourse, then the same theories presented by the 
poststructuralists concerning language and literature ·can be logically carried 
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~ over to the realm of history. History, as being conveyed essentially through 
text, holds no position of greater hierarchical validity over literature when 
speaking of truth and falsity. Hayden White summarizes this argument when 
he states, "For, given the protoscientific nature of historical studies, there are 
no apodictic epistemological grounds for the preference of one mode of 
explanation over another" (White 20). 
History and the historical event do not write themselves. And as much 
' as the historian may wish to speak of objectivity in historical analysis, the 
action of writing predetermines a process of selectiofl and exclusion and of 
inclusion for the sake of narrative coherence, which is essentially a process 
of interpretation. As White argues, just as the fiction writer will choose his 
or her words and language from a linguistic field, so the historian will choose 
events from a historical field and then construct these events into a narrative. 
The historian arranges the events ifl the chronicle into a 
hierarchy of significance by assigning events differentftmctions as 
story elements, in such a way as to disclose the formal coherence of a whole 
set of events considered a_s a comprehensible process with a discernible 
beginning, middle, and end. (White 5) 
9 
Huccheon sums up this change in the perception of history-as-text as a 
movement away from a binary oppositional, analytico-referential perception 
of k11owledge, to a discursive perception (Hutcheon 74) . With this narration 
process in mind, further scrutiny can lead to the questioning of the 
hierarchical Level of truth in the historical narrative, forcing us to re-evaluate 
terms such as speculation, verification and circumstantial fact. Therefore, 
q11estio11s co11cerning how to interpret the events of the past, similar to those 
brought up at the beginning of this analysis, may be f0reshadowed by 
questions such as: What are the devices used to distinguish the historical text 
from other texts? What do these devices suggest about our relationship, as 
readers, with the narrative process? 
In The Dogs of Paradise, Posse highlights and parodies the process of 
verification in the accounting of historic events, ·and shows the irony of the 
practice of historical analysis by demonstrating a persistent preoccupation 
with documentation versus speculation. Fact is first presented to the reader 
as irrefutable evidence of the reality of a situation. The veracity of this same 
proof is then undermined, or shown, in context, to be the result of a highly 
selective process of discourse propelled by specific motives. 
The first pages of the novel display a chronological history of the birth 
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of the Spanish Empire, including Columbus' voyages. Instead of serving as 
a point of orientation for the reader, as a traditional chronology would, 
conventional linear history is displaced by a mixing of evellls traditionally 
thought to be hundreds of years apart. The unmistakable character of 
Nietzsche appears under the year 1469, as does the German Secret Service. 
Between the occidental dates of the chronology, appears the year "2-House" 
which refers to the Inca/Aztec negotiations in Tlatelolco -- a meeting thought 
to be impossible to authenticate (Posse 2-3) . If the reader is to approach this 
chronology as a point of historic reference then one is faced with a dilemma. 
Either the reader can challenge the authority of the chronology, and thus, 
from the beginning, question the authority of the teller, or accept this 
chronology and set aside previous notions of the order of events. 
The novel opens with a scene in which Isabelle, the future Queen, 
discovers the impotence of King Henry the IV, and thus assures her ascent to 
the throne. Faced with the possibility that his impotence may force his 
daughter to step aside as heir apparent, Henry has the archbishop issue a 
statement which decrees: 
11 
Examined by me personally were four prostitutes of Segovia, BE 
IT KNOWN that His Highness had congress and knowledge of 
each of them as man to woman, and that he had a verile and.firm 
penis, which issued its yield and verile seed like any other potent 
male's, and like other powerful men. (Posse 44) 
To this statement, the narrator of the novel adds, "This document is cited by 
Gregorio Mara,i6n, for anyone who wishes to pursue the subject" (Posee 44). 
Posse both reveals the irony behind reputable citation, and also, by referring 
to the historical authenticity of the statement, utilizes the accepted truth-aspect 
of documentation. Hutcheon refers to this practice when she states, 
"Historiographic meta.fiction often points to this fact by using the paratextual 
conventions of historiography (especially footnotes) to both inscribe and 
undermine the authority and objectivity of historical sources and 
explanations• (Hutcheon 123). 
Posse puts the historical document in doubt by presenting the fictionality 
behind it, and then demonstrates the process by which this same document 
will be incorporated into history through further documentation. The 
document-as-fictitious-account is replaced by a second document which 
verifies the existence, and thus veracity, of the first. What the reader 
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witnesses is the hierarchical process of verification in historiography. The 
fictionality and motive behi11d the utterance, as language, as writi11g, is 
erased by an acceptance of and dependence upon fact in historical veracity. 
What becomes important in relation to the historical telling is not the truth of 
any given statement, but that the statement is verified through documentation. 
In any discourse concerning the events of 1492, one must inevitably tum 
,to Columbus' diary. It is apropos that the diaries were one of the few clues 
left concerning the events of the voyages, since the diary is one of those 
genres that skirts the fine line between fiction and nonfiction, the historical 
and the intensely personal. Ironically, this highly subjective account is often 
read as an objective chronicle of the events of a certain period. Yet, Posse 
will attempt no such reading of Columbus' diaries. The diaries, according 
to Posse's telling, become for Columbus a hindrance because of the weight 
they will carry. He is forced to misrepresent in his writings the leagues 
covered each day in order that the crew will not lose heart. Rather than 
being viewed as a true account of the voyage, Columbus' conscious approach 
to selectivity and exclusion in the writing of the diaries highlights the 
manipulative process of historical narration. 
Columbus' writing also points to another theme in The Dogs of 
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Paradise, and this is the endless intertextuality of knowing, whether historical, 
scientific or personal. Posse tracks the process by which Columbus will 
arrive at his personal perception of the voyages and his own goal behind the 
undertaking. And, in this reconstruction, the reader is made aware that in 
Columbus' education, and the forming of his raison d'etre, there is no 
distinction between fictional and nonfictional texts in regard to their ability 
to inform and create his ideas about the New World, 
In The Dogs of Paradise, Columbus' motive for the voyages is to 
discover the earthly paradise (Posse 86). Yet, his first encounter with notions 
of an earthly paradise is through the recounting of a drunken priest who "had 
constructed that vision of Paradise from the illustrations in those depraved 
books--alleged travel chronzcles--already being published in Venice, using a 
new apparatus called the printing press" (Posse 23). Thus, Columbus' first 
notions are derived from a tertiary source which itself is put in the dubious 
position of truth bordering on fiction and fiction bordering on truth. And his 
reliance on texts to shape his notions, his actions and his own writing is 
constant throughout the novel, whether from his accidental discovery of Padre 
Toscanelli 's chart, which Columbus interprets as identifying the location of 
the Earthly Paradise, to his reading of the work of Jndicopleustes or Dante's 
14 
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Divine Comedy (Posee 217). Of importance in this intertextual significance 
is that Columbus does not differentiate between what would be considered 
fictional and nonfictional texts. The basis of truth and fact, the mitigating 
factor that determines a text's validity to Columbus, is not the veracity of the 
information in these texts, but the usefulness of that information. His 
knowledge, which feeds and prompts his actions, is formed through his 
readings of fiction and nonfiction alike, with no distinction between the two 
genres. As the chronicler of the diaries, Columbus relies on both the fictional 
and nonfictional text as his source of knowledge for the voyages. The reader 
can thus see the irony of the diaries being approached as a chronicle of what 
occurred during the voyages, rather than a text which is itself an 
interpretation--an interpretation that relied on other texts for verification of 
its language. It is noteworthy that the narrator of The Dogs of Paradise 
states that "Cristobal [Columbus] thought himself a poet, and he knew that 
in order to gain lasting value any great adventure--private or public--m11st 
end as a great book" (Posse 130). If one compares this to Aristotle's 
distinction between the poet and the historian, the dubious role of the diaries 
as straightforward chronicle is clear. "To Aristotle ( ... ) the historian could 
speak only of what has happened, of the particulars of the past; the poet, on 
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the other hand, spoke of what could or might happen and so could deal more 
with universals" (Hutcheon 106). Columbus acts as a poet more often than 
as a historian. The search for truth and objectivity in history is a search 
through texts, which themselves rely on other texts, ad infinitum. Posse's 
presentation of the diaries raises the question of what validity is given to the 
text itself, regardless of the motives and sources behind the writing. 
To complicate matters, Posse will himself use traditional methods of 
textual verification within his text, thus parodying the methods of 
historiography while utilizing those same methods. After describing a sexually 
charged and absurd encounter between Isabelle and Ferdinand at a convent 
in Almagro, the narrator comments: "It was almost two centuries later, in 
Venice in 1687, that the account of an abbot-voyeur was published in the 
titillating collection entitled Picaresca Castellana" (Posse 105). It is this 
parodic usage of documentation and intertextuality which brings the degrees 
of our acceptance of traditional historical method into question. This 
"demands of the reader not only the recognition of textualized traces of the 
literary and historical past but also the awareness of what has been done--
through irony--to those traces" (Hutcheon 20) . 
Just as historical texts become the simultaneous vehicle for validating 
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the past as well as problemizing it, historical personages can serve the same 
dual purpose. Posse presents the reader with the real figures of the period, 
such as Columbus, Ferdinand, Isabelle and Torquemada; yet, alongside these 
historic personages, the reader encounters Nietzsche, Hegel, Marx, and the 
formation of the German Secret Service._ As in traditional historical fictions, 
the inclusion of the historical figures connected with I 492 serves to lend a 
verisimilitude to the novel. Yet, the further inclusion of those historical 
figures who seem out of place serves to bring into question the reader's 
• • I 
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knowledge of the proper place of any historical figure. When the 
recognizable figure of Nietzsche appears in the text, Posse seems to be 
playing with unquestioned assumptions concerning history. The question that 
should be posited is: !Wzat is more absurd, the inclusion of Nietzsche in the 
years surrounding 1492, or the reader's perception of this inclusion as 
absurd? In other words, when one speaks of Nietzsche, in all probability one 
is speaking of the texts and not the man. The reader knows Nietzsche as the 
reader knows Columbus--as text. Therefore, with what certainty can we 
speak of Nietzsche's or Columbus' proper place in history? To what texts 
must we turn to validate our assumptions? 
. . Furthermore, the inclusion of Nietzsche, Hegel and Marx may serve two 
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other purposes in The Dogs of Paradise. These three figures are often seen 
as the great philosophers of history whose work has led to the current polemic 
of historiography (White 4). By including Nietzsche, Marx and Hegel, Posse 
traces his own textual and theoretical history. He will also do this with the 
inclusion of Levi-Strauss and Freud. By' doing so, Posse foregrounds the 
theory behind his and possibly the reader's interpretation of the past. 
Describing Columbus' meeting with Isabelle, the narrator states: "Today, in 
the light of psychoanalytic knowledge, it would not be difficult to explain the 
incident" (Posse 136). Such a statement also reminds the reader of the 
panicularity of his or her own perception of the past, or in Hutcheon 's words, 
that any analysis of the past is actually "a re-evaluation of and dialogue with 
the past in light of the present" (257). 
Second, the effects of the writings of Marx and Nietzsche on certain 
groups reflect another theme in The Dogs of Paradise: the power of 
language. From the first pages of the novel, historic events and history itself 
are falsified in order to serve the needs and motives of those in power. 
Documents, however fictitious, still possess a legal power. There are those 
who are able to understand the hypocrisy in the validation, and those who are 
ruled by it. For Ferdinand and Isabelle, history and language become an 
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entirely symbolic tool, devoid of any necessary truth claim. Civil war, 
religious war, the Inquisition and colonization all provide the symbolic veil 
that will disguise · Isabelle and Ferdinand's entirely personal motives. 
Language and history are manipulated by both to justify any action, just as 
the writings of Nietzsche and Marx served as the ideological groundwork for 
two movements of genocide through Fascism· and Communism. What Posse 
foregrounds is not the work of either of these men, but the latent power that 
their writing possesses. All history, in regard to those in power, be it Isabelle 
and Ferdinand, or Hitler and Stalin, works as metaphor. The sleight-of-hand 
is to recognize this play which exists in any form of narrative. The error of 
Nietzsche as a character in The Dogs of Paradise is in failing to see that 
language and history ~re symbolic only in the form that those in power 
choose to maj(e them symbolic. 
After Nietzsche has been beaten for one of his famous statemeizts on 
man 'as a thing to be surmounted, the narrator states: "Doggedly German, 
the Landsknecht had not understood that gods and supermen simply are and 
that they detest rhetoric" (Posse I 10). One could add to this statement that 
they detest rhetoric when used as anything more that a tool with which to 
justify actions. Nietzsche is defeated, and beaten down, by "pure instinct, 
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which could not sustain any rationalization or theory of instinct" (Posse 110). 
To reveal the theory behind actions would be to reveal the secret to the 
control that those in power manifest over language and history. 
As the narrator o/The Dogs of Paradise describes it, the tragic flaw of 
the inhabitants of the Americas, of Guanahani, is that, "they put too much 
faith in metaphor" (Posse 93) . The Mexicali Teohuatzin will predict the 
coming of the Europeans and how they will treat the inhabitants of Guanahani 
on his reading of the Bible, · a narrative of incomparable symbolical and 
rhetorical power. Again, the existence of the Bible is yet another example of 
Posse's juggling of historical chronology (how would the Teohuatzin have the 
Bible before any Europeans had arrived on the island?) and the importance 
of texts in history. As proof of the immanent kindness and charity of the 
arriving Europeans, the Teohuatzin cites doctrines of the Bible, such as: 
"They will respect our women, because their god--injinitely kind--commands 
them to desire no woman who is not their own" or "it is known that if any 
man strikes one of them, with humanity he will tum his face to be struck 
again. Yes, they even go that Jar" (Posse 140). Ignorant to the uses to 
which the Empire has already put the rhetoric of the Bible, the Teohuatzin 
interprets the sacred text literally. 
20 
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Another novel's account of the manipulation and misreading of rhetoric 
may succinctly preface a reading of Columbus' voyages and how he may be 
viewed by the contemporary reader. In his novel, The Unbearable Lightness 
of Being, Milan Kundera writes, concerning the invasion of Czechoslovakia 
by the Russians: 
Anyone who thinks that the Communist regimes of Cemral Europe 
are exclusively the work of criminals is overlooking a basic truth: 
the_ criminal regimes were made not by criminals but by 
enthusiasts convinced that they had discovered the only road to 
paradise. They · defended that road so valiantly that they were 
forced to execute many people. Later it became clear that there 
was no parqdise, that the enthusiasts were therefore murderers. 
(~undera 176) 
Columbus, like those criminal regimes, and like the Native Americans 
in The Dogs of Paradise, is guilty of having too much faith in metaphor. 171e 
determination behind his voyage is a refusal to acknowledge the purely 
rhetorical purposes of those texts in which he puts such faith. Once 
Columbus arrives on Guanahani, and has positioned himself under the Tree 
of Life, he orders his crew to live by the laws of the Earthly Paradise, the 
21 
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laws of nature as depicted in the Bible. Of course, these laws are 
systematically broken because they have nothing to do with the nature of 
humankind. The Admiral's command to, "Simply be! Be serene, and 
appreciate the easy fruits of Eden " (Posse 258) flies in the face of all that the 
Europeans have been taught. Being is nothing without doing. Columbus, 
having reached the peak of his vision, is content to do nothing, to be in 
harmony with his symbolic view of Paradise. Yet for those who only 
understand the utility of the symbolic and the power behind metaphor, 
Paradise and the Bible as symbols are only useful if they are being 
manipulated to gain advantage over the Natives. What Posse seems to 
suggest in his conclusion is that our knowledge of the past and history is less 
dependent on events than on the gray area between literal a11d symbolic, truth 
and falsehood wherein events can be used to justify future actions. As Posse 
demonstrates, it is possible to carry on a dialogue with the past, as long as 
one remains aware of the ideological implications involved in all historical 
construction. It is only when . the arbitrary nature of the .symbolic 
i11te1pretation of history and historic events is replaced by "truth, " when 
subjective interpretation is replaced by objective ''fact" that history becomes 
a dangerous tool. 
22 
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How we wish to perceive Columbus and the events of 1492 is entirely 
dependent on our relation with that textualized past. In The Dogs of Paradise 
Columbus can be compared to the . criminal regimes in The Unbearable 
Lightness of Being. In a continuation of the passage cited above, Thomas, 
one ·of the characters in Kundera 's novel, compares the regimes to the tale 
of Oedipus. Like Oedipus, the crbrzinals were only following a path they 
presumed to be righteous. At least when Oedipus learns that in actuality he 
has killed his father and wed his mother, he blinds himself with guilt 
(Kundera .J77). The criminal regimes simply shrugged their shoulders and 
continued on. At the close of The Dogs of Paradise, Columbus, rather than 
acknowledge that his vision may be a result of his misreading of rhetoric, 
does nothing as the nqtives are systematically destroyed and the Earthly 
Paradise defiled. 
Jason Roderick 
George Washington University 
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